- Which jailbreaking exemption are you supporting—smartphones/tablets, video game consoles, or both?

  I am supporting both smartphones/tablets and video game consoles

- What’s your background (i.e., are you a developer, hobbyist, academic, independent researcher, user, etc.)?

  I am a user of these products and hope to become a developer one day. This kind of stuff makes me want to become a developer because of the learning experience I could have with this kind of technology.

- What device do you want to ensure you have the legal authority to jailbreak?

  Any device that can be jailbroken really.

- Please explain why you want to jailbreak this device. What limitations do you face if you aren’t able to jailbreak it? Is there software you couldn’t run, computing capabilities you wouldn’t have, cool things you couldn’t do, etc.?

  I want to jailbreak my device to free it. I don’t care if I have to pay for tweaks I just want to be able to USE those tweaks that apple doesn’t allow. The tweaks show that my phone is more than a phone. It is a device that is to be jailbroken to run unsigned code. I face harsh limitations such as making my icons moving a different way, impressing my friends, and my device not being to my liking.

- If you’re a developer, did an online application store or console manufacturer reject your app or game? If so, what reasons did they give?

  I am not a developer(yet).

- Is there anything else you want to tell the Copyright Office?

  Please hear all of us out and please make jailbreaking any device legal. Its for the better of the world. Hackers need a job too and with them what is security? Thanks for your time in reading this.